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The adviser confers with the supervisor concerning the activities and performance of the students during such
visitations. In this regard, may I respectfully request you to be our industry partner and may I know if you
could accommodate 1 of our students for the said purpose? From the bill of materials and sketch drawings
from the paper the trainee did a step-by-step procedure to build this tower project from its elevation from the
ground, and each elevation from its divisions. The trainee will engage and adjust to a new different
environment professionally. This drawing is made by the trainee using IntelliCAD application software uses
by the company. This training will help the students to develop its skills and knowledge that they can apply to
their job in the future. The trainee done this drawing using Tekla. The inclusion of tables should be regulated
so that only necessary ones are incorporated in the report. List of Tables, Plates and Figures The report proper
oral reporting shall contain the following : a. In this state the trainee also adopt the culture of their
surroundings from the co-trainee, employees, supervisors, managers, and the president of the company. The
entry should be indented about eight 8 spaces from the left margin. The significance of the OJT is that the
students learn discipline, organization, and people skills while they train out in workforce. During its training
the trainee encounters a problem in booting a desktop that uses Windows  The school requires the students
undergo such training and documents the training experience termed narrative report. He is the Manager and
the owner of the said company. Holds dialogue and consultation with the students when the needs arises. The
trainee started at the basic modeling on making the real design of a building. It caused a very huge effect to me
as a Bachelor of Science in Accountancy Student. We would highly appreciate whatever assistance you could
extend to us that would, in the long run, be both beneficial to the student and your company. Recommendation
To avoid problems during the training, the trainee recommended the following: 1. Because the training takes
place on the job, it can be highly realistic and the transfer of learning is required. One of the major functions of
the university is community service to 12 entrepreneurs, farmer, rural women, fishers and out-of-school youth.
The coordinator let the trainee to explore and to make its own dream house design. Thou shall not use a
computer to bear false witness. This training gave me an inspiration to be more serious and focused in
studying. Below are the list of skills and competencies of our students that your office may be able to enhance:
1. After the training, we realized that on-the-job training is not just a requirement to be completed but it is an
opportunity to show what skills, knowledge, and talents that we have and also an opportunity to experience the
feeling of being a professional already. GOALS The College of Computing and Information Technology
provides students at equal opportunity to develop their computer skills based on the current relevant curricula.
As we were working as a trainee at HICC, we learned to become a hard-working person. The column or
simple as post in ordinary establishments is the one of the basics need of structural design. The commitment
and interest of the agency in participating in the preparation and molding competent IT professionals is being
considered. During our stay there as a trainee, they kept on encouraging and motivating us to study hard and to
do our best always. Mission, Vision and Goals of CCIT MISSION The Isabela State University is committed
to train and develop students to become professionally competent graduates who are equipped with sound
moral principles, and to serve the community through research, extension and resource generation by way of
inspired leadership and responsive manpower. In applying the knowledge learned in the university the trainee
realizes that it is the driver of its path through success.


